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I. General presentation of the dissertation work, topicality of the topic and research results. 

The dissertation work of Prof. Antoaneta Rusinova-Hristova, PhD, is dedicated to an undeniably 

current problem from the thematic field of political psychology. This relevance is even more 

pronounced, considering the situation in our country - the early stage of democratic development, 

after a period of totalitarian society. Bulgaria is faced with global economic and political problems, 

challenges and interests, against the background of nostalgia in part of the population for the past 

and still a high rate of poverty among the population. This predetermines the wandering of the 

nation as a whole in search of political orientations and directions, and the "players" of the political 

scene often use this condition to extract political dividends, by applying manipulative practices and 

approaches. Against the background of these political and social realities, the goal "...to outline the 

psychological processes and contemporary knowledge about them that underlie the problems 

impeding democratic development" (p. 6) seems both ambitious and hopeful for a systematic and 

deep understanding of social processes and finding a " ford" in the quagmire of unresolved 

scientific and applied problems. 

Achieving the goal of dissertation development, original and logical goes through three steps. The 

first is related to clarifying the problems on the way to democracy (In the first chapter "Problems 

on the way to democracy"). The second step is related to the search for the approaches to deal with 

these problems (Second chapter "And now where? A question of approach...". On the basis of the 

analyzes in the first two chapters, naturally comes the third step - synthesizing the main topics and 

operationalizing the knowledge and the skills needed by citizens for the purposes of the 

actualization of democracy (Chapter Three "Topics of socio-psychological knowledge relevant to 

civic behavior on the way to actualized democracy). 

Convincingly, by using the results of a wide range of empirical studies - both of other authors and 

own studies in the Bulgarian cultural environment, the main "pitfalls" on the way to democracy 

and its functioning and their determinants have been clarified. 

I accept as particularly important the statement about justice as an experience (or 'live through') 

and the influence of this experience on people's civil behavior. "Experience" is a central concept in 

psychology. Accepting it as a continuous understanding of one's own existence and relating this 

existence to the fragments of the world, including and political activity and its results, are a basis 



for a transition to another type of analysis of the behavior of citizens related to the decisions of 

governments in democratic societies. The rational approach to analyzing problems and perceiving 

the results of government actions is clearly not working. People's perceptions and their experiences 

are not linear and related only to the consideration of benefits and losses. Experience is a complex 

system that depends on the previous experience of citizens, their personality structure, their current 

mental state, attitudes (in which cultural meanings are interwoven) and expectations for the future. 

The experience of fairness in the functioning of society is related to the motivation of citizens to 

participate in the political process. Psychological theories better explain civic behavior compared 

to the more commonly used economic approach and this is brilliantly demonstrated in the 

dissertation. 

Or “…citizens evaluate political actions or outcomes by determining whether they are honest or 

dishonest, i.e. citizens make normative inferences and do not focus so much on personal gain or 

loss' (p. 21). In this sense, corruption is one of the central threats to democracy and people's well-

being. 

  Prof. Antoaneta Rusinova-Hristova convincingly shows the role of people's competence regarding 

democratic norms and values on their civic behavior and political participation. People are not born 

indifferent or biased towards politics. They become indifferent or biased through experience gained 

within their political socialization. Precisely by neglecting civic education and the development of 

critical thinking, the educational system and the media help to depoliticize people by refusing to 

care for creating cognitive orientations and skills for recognizing the risk factors for democracy. 

And this is a key threat to democracy itself. That is why it is important to take care of people's civic 

education, their political socialization, improvement of political culture in society, development of 

critical thinking among citizens and competences for interaction with others and adequate 

communication on general problems related to society. 

Democracy, as an ideal in which people are involved in the decision-making process for their 

future, has taken hold in much of the world. However, the development of democracy and its 

functioning presupposes citizens who have a clear social identity, understand political differences 

and show tolerance for the ideas of others, are able from a moral standpoint to demonstrate civic 

behavior and political activity, understand the role of voter turnout for the functioning of 

democracy and the specific role of the media in a democratic society. However, this is a set of 



competences that are related to the civic functioning of people and cannot be left to be formed by 

chance. The model proposed by Prof. Antoaneta Rusinova-Hristova in this regard is deeply 

thought-out, systematic and offers a solution for "what to do!" 

The ideas and model for civic education developed in the dissertation work of Prof. Antoaneta 

Rusinova-Hristova are widely presented in a number of publications at home and abroad. The noted 

citations on them show the importance of the ideas, the role of their author in their scientific 

interpretation and the recognition of the significance of the obtained results. 

 

II. Scientific and scientific-applied contributions: 

The dissertation research of Prof. Antoaneta Rusinova-Hristova, PhD, undoubtedly contains 

theoretical analyzes and generalizations, as well as solutions to a significant scientific and applied 

problem, which represents a significant and original contribution to science and can, with the 

application of the proposed model for civic education in social practice, influence positively on 

civic behavior, political activity, especially of young people and the sustainable development of 

society. 

Among the most significant scientific and scientific-applied contributions related to the dissertation 

research, without claiming to be exhaustive, are the following: 

1. On the basis of leading explanatory models in psychology and analysis of results of own 

empirical research, current political processes and problems are interpreted, basic social and 

personal phenomena related to civil behavior are clarified, risks and threats to the democratic 

process and their determinants are revealed. 

2. An in-depth analysis was made and the essence of political socialization was presented, the 

factors related to it and the role in the formation of political culture among people and their more 

pronounced civic engagement. The role and place of civic education, which is based on the 

humanistic approach, the development of critical thinking and competences for accepting and 

expressing positions, is substantiated in this connection. 

3. A comprehensive new model for civic education has been developed, which is in line with the 

current problems of democratic development and the approaches to their solution. 

 



III. Conclusion 

The presented dissertation is a complete and up-to-date study in a significant area of human 

knowledge and social practice. The scientific contributions are of a theoretical and applied-

practical nature. This gives me reason to recommend with full conviction to the respected members 

of the Scientific Jury to vote positively for the awarding of Prof. Antoaneta Rusinova-Hristova, 

PhD, the scientific degree "Doctor of Sciences", in the field of higher education 3. Social, economic 

and legal sciences, professional direction 3.2 Psychology. 
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